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Summary

Ligand binding by Notch receptors triggers a series of proteolytic cleavages that liberate the intracellular portion of Notch (ICN) from the cell membrane, permitting it to translocate to the nucleus. Nuclear ICN binds to a highly conserved DNA-binding transcription factor called CSL and recruits mastermind-like transcriptional co-activators to form a transcriptional activation complex. Using bioinformatics tools, we identified a Rel-homology region (RHR) within CSL that was used as a guide to determine the minimal protein requirements for ternary complex formation. The RHR of CSL contains both the N- and C-terminal beta-sheet domains (RHR-n and RHR-c) of typical Rel transcription factors, as judged by circular dichroism spectra. Binding of monomeric CSL to DNA requires the entire RHR of CSL and an additional 125-residue N-terminal sequence, whereas binding to ICN requires only the RHR-n domain. Although the RAM domain of ICN is flexible and relatively unstructured as an isolated polypeptide in solution, it associates stably with CSL on DNA. Recruitment of Mastermind-like 1 (MAML1) to CSL/ICN complexes on DNA requires inclusion of the ankyrin-repeat (ANK) domain of ICN, and N- and C-terminal sequences of CSL extending beyond the DNA-binding region. The requirement for cooperative assembly of the MAML1/ICN/CSL/DNA complex suggests that a primary function of ICN is to render CSL competent for MAML loading. Based on our results, we present a working structural model for the organization of the MAML1/ICN/CSL/DNA complex.
Introduction

Notch proteins act as receptors in an evolutionarily conserved signaling pathway that controls differentiation and proliferation in response to ligands expressed on neighboring cells (reviewed in (1)). Ligand binding to the extracellular region of Notch receptors causes activation of a signal by triggering a series of proteolytic cleavages that release the intracellular portion of Notch (ICN) from the plasma membrane. ICN then migrates to the nucleus, where it activates the transcription of target genes.

ICNs are modular polypeptides comprised of a N-terminal RAM domain of ~110 amino acids, a set of seven iterated ankyrin repeats (2,3), and less conserved C-terminal regions that include a transcriptional activation domain and a far C-terminal PEST sequence. The ankyrin repeat (ANK) domain is the most highly conserved region of ICN, and is essential for all known Notch functions (1).

The primary target of ICN in the nucleus is the highly conserved DNA-binding transcription factor CSL (also known as RBP-J[, CBF1, Suppressor of Hairless, and Lag-1) (4-6). Previous analysis of CSL proteins using primary sequence alignment tools has failed to detect similarity to other known transcription factors. In the absence of ICN, CSL represses transcription by virtue of interactions with a number of co-repressors, including SMRT/N-CoR, CIR, and KyoT2 (7-9).

Binding of ICNs not only displaces co-repressors from CSL proteins, but also recruits transcriptional co-activators to CSL-ICN complexes on DNA. Several studies indicate that Mastermind-like polypeptides such as Lag-3 in worms (10) and mammalian Mastermind-like-1 (MAML1) are core components of a
higher-order transcriptional activation complex on DNA (11). The existence of a CSL/ICN/Mastermind signaling complex was foreshadowed by genetic screens in the fly revealing that mutations in each of these genes cause similar “neurogenic,” loss-of-function phenotypes (12-14).

Although the level of ICN in the nucleus of most cells undergoing physiologic Notch signaling is too low to be detected readily, certain T cell leukemias associated with chromosomal translocations involving the human \textit{NOTCH1} gene express nuclear ICN1-like polypeptides at high levels (15). Capobianco’s group exploited a cell line derived from a \textit{NOTCH1} leukemia, SUPT-1, to demonstrate the presence of endogenous high molecular weight (>1 MDa) nuclear complexes containing ICN1, MAML1, and CSL (16). These studies, and prior genetic and functional data, suggest that CSL/ICN/MAML1 is an essential sub-complex within a larger protein assembly required for transcription of Notch target genes.

MAML1 and other members of the MAML family are polypeptides of \textasciitilde1,000 amino acid residues predicted to be of low structural complexity, suggesting they function as scaffolds for further recruitment of additional co-activators and/or the transcription machinery. The N-terminal region of MAML1 and related polypeptides contains a sequence that associates with ICN and CSL (11,17). When expressed as a truncated moiety, the N-terminal ICN-interaction region of MAML1 is a potent dominant negative inhibitor of Notch signals, indicating C-terminal sequences are also needed for proper function (11). Recent studies indicate these C-terminal sequences bind the transcriptional co-activator p300 as well as other unknown factors that are needed for activation of transcription from chromatinized templates in vitro (18,19).
At present there is limited information about the structure of CSL and its higher order complexes with ICN and MAML1. Here, using bioinformatics tools, we have located the two canonical domains of a previously unidentified Rel-homology region (RHR) within CSL, suggesting CSL is a distant relative of the Rel-homology family of transcription factors. With these domains as a guide, we define the regions of CSL required for formation of subcomplexes and for assembly of ternary complexes on DNA, showing that both ICN and CSL must be present to recruit MAML1. These mapping studies support the classification of CSL as a member of the Rel-homology family of transcription factors. The requirement for cooperative assembly of the ternary complex on DNA, combined with the CSL mapping studies, suggests a primary function of ICN1 is to render CSL competent for MAML1 loading.

**Experimental Procedures**

*DNA constructs.* All CSL constructs are derived from isoform 3 of human CSL. CSL cDNAs used to produce polypeptides using *in vitro* transcription/translation (IVT) reactions were amplified by PCR and purified by gel extraction. IVT reactions were performed using TNT® T7 Quick for PCR-DNA (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For bacterial expression, cDNAs encoding GST-CSL RHR (residues K156-G435), GST-CSL RHR-n (residues K156-P332), and GST-CSL RHR-c (residues A335-G435) were assembled in the vector pGEX-4T-1. Each construct contained a tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease recognition site (ENLYFQG) at the junction between GST and the CSL sequence. cDNAs encoding the polypeptides R1761-G2127 (RAMANK) and M1873-G2127 (ANK) of human Notch1 were inserted in frame downstream of glutathione-S-transferase (GST) and TEV cleavage site coding sequences in a modified version of the vector pDEST15 using GATEWAY technology.
(Invitrogen). A cDNA encoding the polypeptide R1761-S1890 (RAM) was inserted in frame between a similar 5’ GST-TEV site coding sequence and a 3’ GTHHHHHH tag in a modified pET vector. A cDNA encoding residues L13-H74 of human MAML1 (MAML1(13-74)) was inserted in frame downstream of a hexahistidine tag and TEV cleavage site. Expression constructs for full-sized MAML1 (11), ICN1 and CSL (20) have been described previously.

Protein purification. GST-CSL fusion protein expression was induced for 3 hr in E. coli strain BL21(DE3)pLysS by addition of IPTG (0.5mM) during log phase. Cells were collected by centrifugation and lysed by sonication in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl, sucrose (20% w/v), 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, 2 μg/mL aprotinin, and 0.7 μg/mL pepstatin. Solubilized proteins were adsorbed to glutathione sepharose beads, which were washed with buffer A (50 mM Tris 8.0, 150 mM NaCl and 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol), and incubated with 500 units of recombinant His-tagged TEV protease (Invitrogen) at 25°C for 36-48 hours. Released RHR-c was further purified by anion exchange chromatography on Mono-Q resin (Pharmacia) using a linear gradient of NaCl (0-1 M) in 20 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0 containing 5 mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA. In a final step, RHR and RHR-c were purified to >95% homogeneity by size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 column (Pharmacia) in 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA. Notch1 polypeptides were expressed and purified similarly. After cleavage, His-tagged TEV was cleared from soluble RAMANK and ANK by adsorption to Ni-NTA agarose beads (Qiagen). Soluble RAM-H₆ was bound to Ni-NTA agarose beads and eluted in buffer A containing 250 mM imidazole. All three proteins were then further purified by anion exchange chromatography on Mono-Q resin (Pharmacia) using a linear gradient of NaCl (0-1 M) in 20 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0 containing 5 mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA. Finally, ANK
and RAMANK were further purified by size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 column (Pharmacia) in 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA.

Expression of H6-tagged MAML1(13-74) was induced as above for CSL and ICN polypeptides. H6-MAML13-74 was purified from inclusion bodies by solubilization in 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0, containing 6 M guanidinium HCl, and 150 mM NaCl, followed by affinity chromatography on a Ni-NTA sepharose column. After extensive dialysis against 5% acetic acid, the protein was lyophilized, dissolved in 50 mM sodium citrate buffer, pH 4.9, containing 5 mM DTT, and 0.5 mM EDTA, and cleaved with TEV protease. Free MAML1(13-74) polypeptide was purified further by cation exchange chromatography (MonoS 5/5 HR, Pharmacia) using a gradient of NaCl (0-1 M) in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, containing 5 mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA. Purified MAML1(13-74) was dialyzed against 5% acetic acid and lyophilized. Before use, MAML1(13-74) was dissolved in 50 mM TrisHCl pH 8.0 buffer with 150 mM NaCl and 5 mM DTT.

Bioinformatics. Multiple sequence alignments were performed using CLUSTAL-W (www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw). Secondary structure prediction for all protein sequences was carried out using the program PHD (21,22). The structural homology of CSL proteins (human CSL and Drosophila Suppressor of Hairless) to Rel proteins of known three-dimensional structure was detected using the 3D-PSSM fold-recognition program (www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/~3dpssm/) (23,24).

Biophysical studies. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were acquired on an Aviv 62DS spectropolarimeter equipped with a thermoelectric temperature controller. Protein concentrations were determined according
to Edelhoch (25). Samples of CSL RHR-c (36 μM), RAM (10 μM), ANK (10 μM), and RAMANK (10 μM) were prepared in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 0.2 mM DTT and 150 mM NaCl. CSL RHR (24 μM) was prepared in the same buffer with 300 mM NaCl. CD spectra of CSL RHR, RAM, ANK, and RAMANK were recorded at 4 °C in a 1 mm pathlength cuvette as the average of five scans using a three second acquisition time. The CSL RHR-c sample was scanned 10 times with an acquisition time of 30 seconds. Thermal melts of each Notch1 polypeptide (5 μM) were performed in a 1 cm pathlength cuvette in the same buffer. The CD signal was monitored at 222 nm using a two-minute equilibration period, a 30 s signal acquisition time, and a step size of 1° C from 4° C to 75° C. The thermal denaturation curves of RAMANK and ANK were ~ 95 % reversible. The T_m for unfolding was calculated by finding the minimum of the first derivative of the CD signal with respect to 1/T.

Equilibrium sedimentation measurements were performed on a Beckman Optima XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge using an An-Ti rotor and six-sectored equilibrium centerpieces. To determine the masses of ANK and RAMANK, rotor speeds of 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000 rpm were used. Samples of ANK and RAMANK were prepared in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 150 mM NaCl, and 0.2 mM DTT, and dialyzed exhaustively against the same buffer. Protein samples (ANK: 1.8 μM, 6 μM; RAMANK: 1 μM, 3.3 μM) were prepared by dilution with dialysate, which was also used to fill the reference channels. Absorbance data were acquired at three wavelengths (229, 236, and 280 nm) by averaging 10 scans with a 0.001 cm radial step size. Molecular weights were calculated by fitting data sets to a single ideal species model using Microsoft Excel software and partial specific volumes of 0.726 for ANK and 0.724 for RAMANK (26). No systematic residuals were observed.
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSAs) were performed using a $^{32}$P-labeled CSL specific oligonucleotide probe as described previously (11).

GST Bead-binding Assays. Glutathione sepharose beads were mixed at 4°C for 1 hr with cleared bacterial lysates containing GST fusion polypeptides. After five washes with 50 mM TrisHCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, and 0.5% NP-40 (v/v), beads with GST-fusion proteins (20-30 μL/experiment) were incubated with potential binding partners for 1 hr at 4°C, followed by five washes in the same buffer. Bound proteins were released by heating (100°C) for 10 min in SDS-PAGE loading buffer. After electrophoresis in SDS-polyacrylamide gels, proteins were visualized by Coomassie blue-staining.

Results

Detection of the Rel homology regions of CSL. The major isoform of human CSL encodes a protein of 486 amino acids (Figure 1A). Known biochemical activities of CSL include sequence-specific DNA binding (27), association with ICN polypeptides (4), and formation of higher order complexes with MAML polypeptides (10,11). To investigate the structural basis for these activities, we used a bioinformatic approach to guide the design of CSL constructs. Because significant primary sequence homology between CSL proteins and other proteins in the database was not detectable, we searched for evidence of homology to protein domains of known structure using the 3D-PSSM fold-recognition program, which compares input sequences to the existing protein fold library using structure-based sequence profiles and secondary
structure prediction (23,24). 3D-PSSM returned the Rel-homology region (RHR) of c-rel as the top hit for human CSL (residues 171-433, E-value, 0.121). Moreover, the *Drosophila* orthologue of CSL, Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)), also retrieved an RHR protein, the p65 subunit of NFκB, with a confidence level of over 90%. Both query sequences retrieved other RHR-containing proteins as well, such as TonEBP (residues 159-433 of CSL; E-value, 0.193) and NFAT1. These results suggest that CSL proteins are distantly related to the Rel-homology family of transcription factors (Figure 1A,B).

The RHR, a conserved region among proteins of the Rel family (28), consists of two immunoglobulin-like folds of β-sheets (29,30) termed RHR-n and RHR-c (also known as a transcription factor Ig-like, or TIG domain), predicted by 3D-PSSM to correspond to residues 159-328 and 341-432 of CSL, respectively. The RHR-c folds are also identified in both CSL proteins by PFAM, but the RHR-n are not. Because the structures of previously characterized RHR-n domains are more highly divergent than the RHR-c domains, a poorer alignment of the CSL RHR-n domain is not surprising or unexpected. Moreover, the convincing prediction of the RHR-c domain itself argues strongly for the coexistence of an accompanying RHR-n domain.

To test directly whether the predicted RHR region of CSL contains two separate domains in which the predominant structural elements are beta sheets, we estimated the secondary structure content of the predicted RHR and RHR-c domains by CD. These measurements show that the predicted RHR region of CSL, as well as the isolated RHR-c domain, contains a predominance of beta-stranded secondary structure and little alpha helix (Figure 1C). Together with the 3D-PSSM predictions, the CD findings are consistent with the presence of a complete RHR domain within CSL proteins.
The predicted RHR domain boundaries were combined with additional information to guide subsequent structure/function studies. Truncation points outside of the RHR domain boundaries were chosen based on primary sequence homology and secondary structure prediction. Homology between CSL and RBP-L, a related protein that binds DNA but not ICNs (31), starts at residue 31. C-terminal to the RHR of CSL, residue 452 marks the end of a stretch of 21 residues (432-452) predicted by PHD (21,22) to contain helical structure. The C-terminal 34 residues (453-486) consist of low-complexity sequence. Finally, sites chosen for intradomain truncations (e.g. residues 79 and 400) lie within regions predicted by PHD to lack secondary structure. Guided by the informatics results, we therefore made CSL expression constructs with N-termini starting at residues 31, 79, and 156, and C-terminal truncations at positions 332, 400, 435, and 452.

*CSL requires residues 31-435 to bind DNA as a monomer.* Using these constructs, we first investigated the requirements for binding of CSL to DNA using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA; Figure 2A). Removal of the first 31 residues of CSL does not interfere with DNA binding, but constructs with N-termini beginning at residue 79 or 156 fail to bind DNA (Figure 3A), indicating that the RHR region alone is insufficient. C-terminal truncation of CSL to residue 452 or 435 does not interfere with DNA binding, but further truncations to residue 400 or 332, which interrupt or delete the RHR-c domain, abrogate DNA binding. Thus, CSL residues 31-435, which encompass the complete RHR and an additional N-terminal extension of 125 amino acids, are both necessary and sufficient to bind DNA.
Because other Rel-homology transcription factors related to NF-κB bind to DNA as dimers (29,30,32), we revisited the question of stoichiometry in CSL-DNA complexes by performing EMSA in the presence of a mixture of two CSL different proteins: CSL(1-452), and CSL(1-452) bearing a C-terminal thioredoxin tag (CSL-TRX). Each form of CSL alone binds DNA, and the two CSL-DNA complexes migrate differently in the EMSA (Figure 2B). When both CSL species are bound to DNA, heterodimers (which would give an electrophoretic mobility shift between CSL and CSL-TRX) are not observed, confirming that CSL binds DNA as a monomer, as reported previously for mouse CSL using nuclear extracts (33).

**Biophysical characterization of RAM, ANK and RAMANK.** Sequence alignment, secondary structure prediction tools, and comparison with BCL-3 (34), the closest homolog of the ANK domain of ICN1 in the structure database, suggest residues 1873-2127 of human Notch1 comprise a series of seven ankyrin repeats (Figure 1A), a prediction supported by biophysical studies of the ANK domain of *Drosophila* notch (2,3). The RAM region, however, has no detectable sequence homology to any protein of known structure. Therefore, we prepared highly purified, recombinant RAM, ANK and RAMANK for biophysical studies to evaluate the integrity and stability of the ankyrin repeat domain of human Notch1 and to determine whether the RAM region contains stable, ordered structure in isolation or in its native context (Figure 3A).

As judged by circular dichroism (CD), the ANK polypeptide contains about 40 % α-helix, within the range predicted for an ankyrin repeat domain (Figure 3B). ANK undergoes a cooperative, reversible thermal unfolding transition, with a T_m of 50 °C (Figure 3C). Equilibrium sedimentation indicates that ANK does not exhibit self-associating behavior at concentrations up to at least 6 M, and is monomeric
(measured $M_r = 33.5$ kD, calculated $M_r = 27.9$ kD; Figure 3D) at the concentrations used in the thermal unfolding experiments.

In contrast, the RAM region is predominantly unstructured, as judged by CD (Figure 3B). Furthermore, inclusion of the RAM region in the context of RAMANK does not induce a significant amount of $\alpha$ or $\beta$ structure in the RAM region, because the calculated difference spectrum, which represents the signal from the RAM region in the context of RAMANK, closely approximates the spectrum of RAM-H$_6$ alone (Figure 3B). The $T_m$ for unfolding of RAMANK is the same as for unfolding of ANK, indicating the presence of RAM does not detectably influence the stability of ANK (Figure 3C). Thus, the RAM region, both as an isolated polypeptide and in the context of the adjacent ANK domain, remains a flexible polypeptide segment without significant secondary structure. RAMANK is monomeric and does not exhibit self-associating behavior at concentrations up to at least $3.3 \times 10^{-5}$ M, as judged by equilibrium sedimentation (measured $M_r = 46.0$ kDa; calculated $M_r = 40.7$; Figure 3E).

The RHR-n region of CSL forms binary complexes with ICN. Next, we determined the region of CSL required for binding of ICN. Previous mammalian 2-hybrid assays showed residues 156-332 of CSL interact with ICN (35), suggesting this interaction is mediated through the predicted RHR-n domain (159-328). Indeed, CSL(156-332) expressed in IVT reactions associates with GST-RAMANK (Figure 4A). To verify that this binding is direct, we purified recombinant GST-CSL(156-332) from bacteria and performed pull-down assays on glutathione beads with recombinant, purified RAMANK, RAM, and ANK. Recombinant GST-CSL(156-332) pulls down both RAMANK and RAM, indicating these binary complexes are stable in the absence of additional protein factors or DNA (Figure 4B). In contrast, ANK
does not form a stable complex with CSL(156-332), either because the affinity of the isolated RHR-n domain for ANK is too weak to detect in the absence of other factors (i.e. MAML1 and/or DNA), or because ANK only contacts RHR-c.

Requirements for CSL/ICN/MAML1 ternary complex formation. We next analyzed the regions of ICN needed for assembly of ternary ICN/MAML1/CSL complexes on DNA using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (Figure 5A). In these experiments, we prepared full-length CSL (by IVT), and a purified recombinant human MAML1 polypeptide (L13-H74, MAML1(13-74); Figures 1A, 3A) that constitutes the minimal MAML1 region necessary to form complexes with ICN and CSL (Weng et al., manuscript submitted). RAMANK and RAM form stable complexes with CSL on DNA (Figure 5A, lanes 3 and 5) but ANK does not (lane 7). Although the MAML1(13-74) does not form stable complexes with CSL and DNA alone (lane 2), addition of the MAML1(13-74) to the complex of RAMANK with CSL and DNA causes an additional supershift, indicating formation of a ternary complex (lane 4). ANK also reproducibly forms a weak complex with MAML1(13-74), CSL, and DNA (lane 8), a finding consistent with reports from other groups (16,18). ANK is required for recruitment of MAML1 to the multiprotein-DNA complex, as a supershift is not observed upon addition of MAML1(13-74) (lane 6) or GST-MAML1(13-74) (data not shown) to RAM-CSL-DNA complexes.

Given the requirement of ANK for recruitment of MAML1(13-74) and the lack of stable interaction between CSL and MAML1(13-74) without ICN proteins, we tested whether either RAMANK or ANK binds stably to MAML1(13-74) in the absence of other factors. Purified recombinant MAML1(13-74)
did not bind GST-RAMANK or GST-ANK (Figure 5B), indicating that recruitment of the MAML1 polypeptide into a multiprotein-DNA complex requires the presence of both ICN and CSL.

We then identified the regions of CSL required to confer binding of MAML1(13-74) in the presence of RAMANK and DNA. Although CSL(31-435) binds DNA and assembles complexes with RAMANK, it fails to assemble ternary complexes with MAML1(13-74) (Figure 5C). Further studies showed sequences both N- and C-terminal to the DNA-binding region of CSL are necessary, because complex formation is partially (CSL(31-452)) or fully (CSL(31-435)) abrogated when the N- and C-terminal extensions are deleted (Figure 5C).

Discussion

Understanding how ICN, CSL, and MAML1 associate with one another and DNA is central to clarifying how Notch signaling activates transcription. The primary goal of these studies was therefore to define the regions of ICN, CSL, and MAML1 required for formation of complexes with one another and with DNA. This work also has implications for understanding the pathophysiology associated with expression of constitutively active forms of ICN in tumor cells, which harbor complexes of ICN with endogenous CSL and MAML1 in the nucleus.

A model for the ICN transcriptional activation complex. The combination of biochemistry and bioinformatics used in these studies supports a new model for the architecture of the ICN-dependent transcriptional activation complex (Figure 6). The primary features of the model are (i) that the CSL
transcription factor is structurally related to proteins in the Rel homology family of transcription factors, and (ii) that ICN and CSL combine to create the MAML-1 recruitment site.

The prediction that CSL proteins are structurally related to the Rel-homology family of transcription factors emerged from analysis of the CSL and Su(H) amino acid sequences using the 3D-PSSM structure-prediction server. The Rel-homology family of DNA-binding proteins encompasses a wide range of transcription factors including the Rel/NF-kB proteins, NFAT proteins, and osmotic stress-response proteins such as TonEBP (27). Rel-homology regions in these transcription factors typically span roughly 250-275 amino acids and consist of two immunoglobulin-like domains (RHR-n and RHR-c) connected by a short linker sequence. Based on the 3D-PSSM prediction, the RHR-n domain of human CSL encompasses residues 159-328, and the RHR-c domain spans residues 341-432.

CSL structure-function relationships echo the RHR domain boundaries identified by 3D-PSSM. Several experimental findings support the 3D-PSSM prediction that CSL contains both RHR-n and RHR-c structural units. Most importantly, the complete RHR region, as well as the isolated RHR-c domain, contains a predominance of beta-stranded secondary structure and little alpha helix. Furthermore, our studies confirm that a construct encompassing only the isolated RHR-n domain constitutes the high-affinity binding site for RAM. In addition, the C-terminal end of the region of CSL required for high-affinity binding of cognate DNA coincides almost precisely with the C-terminal end of the predicted RHR-c domain.
Our mixing studies using different-sized CSL variants are consistent with previous conclusions that the functional DNA-binding unit of CSL is a monomer (33). Binding of DNA by CSL requires a remarkably extensive region of the protein (residues 31-435), spanning the entire RHR domain and an additional 125 residues toward the N-terminus. This requirement that the entire RHR participate in DNA-binding is shared by the other Rel-homology transcription factors, which exhibit a variety of structural arrangements in DNA-binding complexes. In high-resolution structures of complexes between RHR transcription factors and DNA, both the RHR-n and RHR-c domains participate in the DNA binding interface. Whereas the Rel/ NF-kB (29,30) and TonEBP (32) proteins bind DNA as dimers, with the primary dimerization interface provided by the RHR-c domain, the RHR domain of NFAT1 binds to DNA as a monomer, in which cooperativity with the Fos/Jun heterodimer enables high-affinity binding to cognate DNA (36). By making additional contacts with the DNA, the extra N-terminal region of CSL may effectively obviate the need for dimerization (e.g. Rel/NFkB and TonEBP) or for additional factors (e.g. cooperativity between NFAT1 and Fos/Jun) to achieve high-affinity DNA binding. By binding DNA as a monomer, CSL most closely resembles the NFAT proteins, which also bind to DNA as monomers, cooperating with the Fos/Jun heterodimer to form high-affinity protein-DNA complexes.

*The RHR-n domain of CSL binds directly to RAMANK.* After ICN is translocated into the nucleus, binding of ICN to CSL-DNA complexes is likely to be the first step required for activation of transcription of Notch-responsive genes. Previous studies have reported the existence of a strong CSL binding site within the RAM region, and a weaker binding site in the ankyrin repeat (ANK) domain (37).
We thus produced RAM, ANK, and RAMANK recombinantly for functional studies, first characterizing these polypeptides using biophysical methods, because such analysis of these domains from ICN proteins has previously been limited. Our biophysical studies confirm and extend previous studies of the seven-ankyrin repeat region of *Drosophila* Notch (2,3). Circular dichroism measurements demonstrate that ANK from human Notch1 exhibits a similar amount of helical content and increased thermal stability when compared with the ankyrin repeat region of *Drosophila* Notch. Biophysical characterization by CD further demonstrates that the RAM region, both as an isolated polypeptide and in the context of the adjacent ANK domain, is a flexible polypeptide segment without significant secondary structure. Finally, both ANK and RAMANK remain monomeric at micromolar concentrations, suggesting multimerization is unlikely to play a role in physiologic Notch activation.

Our data using purified recombinant RAM, ANK, and RAMANK from ICN in biochemical assays demonstrate direct binding of the RHR-n domain of CSL to RAM and RAMANK (Figure 4). Analysis of recombinant RAM, RAMANK, and ANK by EMSA also indicates that the part of ICN1 responsible for high-affinity binding of CSL lies within the RAM region. Taken together, these findings support the conclusion that contacts between the RAM region of ICN1 and the RHR-n domain of CSL mediate tight binding between ICN1 and CSL, even though RAM lacks secondary structure either as an isolated polypeptide or in the context of RAMANK.

The role of the RAM domain has been elusive, as it is not required for transcriptional activation in reporter assays (20), assembly of ICN variants into complexes with CSL in the presence of MAML1 in cells (16), or tumorigenesis (38). All of these assays relied on enforced high level expression of ICN,
conditions under which the lower affinity CSL binding site within ANK may suffice for assembly of transcripational activation complexes. In support of this possibility, high concentrations of ANK alone supershift CSL-DNA complexes in the presence of MAML-1 (Figure 5A), and prior in vivo observations indicate the RAM region is not absolutely necessary for formation of complexes in transformed cells with increased levels of ICN (16). However, physiologically relevant levels of ICNs produced through ligand-stimulated Notch activation are much lower, typically being below the limits of immunologic or biochemical detection. At these levels, the high-affinity interaction between RAM and RHR-n may take on much greater importance.

The complex between RAMANK and CSL exhibits both similarities and differences when compared with the complex between IκB and NFκB, the only example of a complex between ANK and RHR proteins for which high-resolution structural information is available (39,40). In the NFκB-IκB complex, the interface between the IκB ankyrin repeats and NFκB encompasses both RHR-c domains of the NFκB heterodimer. Because CSL binds to DNA as a monomer, it does not present as extensive an RHR-c interface for binding to the ANK domain of ICN1. Contacts between the ANK domain of ICN and the RHR region of CSL thus appear to confer substantially weaker binding affinity (perhaps because only half of the interface seen in the IκB-NFκB complex would be present between ANK and RHR-c of CSL), and ICN uses the strong binding affinity of RAM for the RHR-n domain as an anchor to stabilize complexes of ICN with CSL.
Recruitment of MAML1 requires cooperation between ANK and regions near the N- and C-termini of CSL.

Strong evidence now supports the conclusion that association of ICN1 with the CSL-DNA complex facilitates further recruitment of the protein MAML1, which acts as a transcriptional coactivator. In a modified yeast two-hybrid screen, MAML1 interacts with CSL only in the presence of co-expressed ICN (17); in addition, MAML1 co-purifies with CSL from tumor cells only when ICN is also present (16). Our EMSA results show directly that the RAMANK domain of ICN1 recruits MAML1(13-74) to the CSL-DNA:ICN complex, and that high concentrations of the ANK domain alone suffice for this activity. Remarkably, ANK does not appear to function as a simple adaptor that binds independently to MAML1(13-74) with high affinity, because we could not detect direct interaction between MAML1 and either ANK or RAMANK using highly purified components. Given that MAML1 does not interact strongly with CSL unless ICN is present (a finding confirmed in our EMSA results), this observation suggests that both ANK and CSL cooperate to provide a high-affinity binding site for MAML1.

Further support for a model in which CSL, in addition to ICN, is intimately involved in recruiting MAML1 to complexes on DNA comes from our demonstration by EMSA that CSL proteins truncated at either the N- or C-terminus fail to recruit MAML1(13-74) even though they form stable complexes with RAMANK and DNA. The ability of various CSLs to recruit MAML1(13-74) also correlated tightly with its capacity to form complexes in cells with full-length proteins (data not shown). Reasonable predictions for how CSL and RAMANK act cooperatively to bind MAML1(13-74) are (i) that the N- and C-terminal regions of CSL are induced to contact MAML1(13-74) directly only in the context of ANK, or (ii) that both RAMANK and the CSL termini partially contribute to MAML1(13-74) binding. A third possibility, that the presence of the CSL N- and C-termini is required to induce a structural
rearrangement of ANK that enables high-affinity association between ANK and MAML1(13-74), is less likely because the ANK domain is well-structured as an isolated domain in solution. Clearly, a high-resolution structure of the complex will clarify crucial details about the arrangement of the protein components in the transcriptional activation complex.

Because both CSL and RAMANK combine to recruit MAML1, an intrinsic control mechanism exists to prevent premature activation of Notch target genes, and ensure that off-pathway genes are unaffected when Notch becomes activated. First, because MAML1 cannot bind to CSL sites in the absence of activated Notch, target genes downstream of CSL sites continue to be repressed by co-repressors bound to CSL. Moreover, because ICN1 and MAML1 do not form a stable complex without CSL, cross-reactivity of ICN with DNA-binding proteins other than CSL will not inadvertently cause expression of “off-target” gene products. Finally, recent evidence suggests that MAML1 may not only serve as an effector for transcription of Notch target genes but may also simultaneously commit the active complex for subsequent proteasomal degradation (18). By coordinating the timing of Notch activation with respect to its subsequent destruction, MAML1 would thus also enable a mechanism for tight control of the duration and timing of events driven by activated Notch.
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Figure legends

FIG 1. A. Domain organization of CSL, the intracellular portion of human Notch1 (ICN), and mastermind-like1 (MAML1). CSL: The homology of human CSL with Drosophila Su(H) starts at residue 15, and with RBP-L at residue 31. The RHR-n and RHR-c domains predicted by 3D-PSSM are shown. ICN1: NLS, nuclear localization sequence (arrows); TA transactivation region. MAML1: Residues 13-74 correspond to the minimum-length polypeptide necessary and sufficient to form ternary complexes with ICN, CSL, and DNA. Residues 75-301 of MAML1 are implicated in recruitment of CBP/p300 (18). B. Alignment of the RHR regions of CSL and Su(H) with their structural homologues. 3D-PSSM alignments of CSL with c-rel (top) and Su(H) with NFκB (bottom). Residues are colored by predicted (CSL and Su(H)) or actual (c-rel and NFκB) secondary structure (blue = β strands; orange = α helices). C. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the entire RHR of CSL and of CSL RHR-c. Entire RHR: open circles. RHR-c: closed circles. The indicated estimates of protein secondary structure content were calculated with the program CONTINLL (41).

Figure 2. CSL requires residues 31-435 to bind DNA as a monomer. A. CSL variants corresponding to the indicated amino acid residues were tested for binding to a [32P]-labeled oligonucleotide containing a consensus CSL binding site in an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). DNA/proteins complexes were detected by autoradiography. B. CSL(1-452) and CSL-TRX, polypeptides of differing size, were tested alone and in combination by EMSA, as described in (A).
FIG 3. Purification and characterization of RAMANK, RAM, ANK, and MAML1(13-74). A. Coomassie staining of purified RAM, ANK, RAMANK, and MAML 13-74 after SDS-PAGE.

B. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of RAM (crosses), ANK (open circles) and RAMANK (closed circles). Spectra were recorded at 4°C in physiologic buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM DTT). A predicted CD spectrum of the RAM region (open triangles) was calculated from the difference between the RAMANK and ANK spectra. C. Thermal dependence of the CD signal at 222 nm for ANK (open circles) and RAMANK (closed circles) in physiologic buffer. D and E. Equilibrium centrifugation of 6 mM ANK (D) and 3.3 mM RAMANK (E) at 4°C in physiologic buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM DTT). Upper panels: log of the concentration distribution of protein as a function of the square of the radial position at 15 000 rpm (ANK) or 10 000 rpm (RAMANK). The best fit line describes a single homogeneous species of molecular mass 33 818 Da (ANK) or 46 008 Da (RAMANK). Lower panels: residuals to the fit. No systematic trend is observed.

FIG 4. Requirements for formation of CSL-ICN complexes. A. Glutathione beads with bound GST-RAMANK, GST-ANK, or GST were incubated with various forms of [35S]-labeled CSL prepared by in vitro transcription/translation (IVT). Bound CSL was then detected by autoradiography after SDS-PAGE. The faint bands of lower molecular weight in the upper panel likely represent truncated translation products from the IVT reaction. B. Glutathione beads with bound GST-CSL(156-332) or GST alone were incubated with RAMANK, ANK or RAM, as indicated. Bound ICN proteins were released by heating in SDS buffer, resolved by SDS-PAGE, and then detected by staining with Coomassie blue. Lanes marked input contain 20% of the total ICN protein used for each pull-down.
FIG 5. Requirements for formation of stable ternary CSL/ICN/MAML1 complexes on DNA. 

Electrophoretic mobility shift analysis (EMSA). The indicated combinations of proteins were incubated with a \([^{32}\text{P}]\)-labeled oligonucleotide with a CSL consensus binding site, resolved by EMSA, and visualized by autoradiography. The concentration of ANK in lane 8 was 300-fold greater than the concentration of RAMANK used in lane 3. 

B. MAML1(13-74) does not bind to ANK or RAMANK alone. GST, GST-ANK and GST-RAMANK were each captured on glutathione beads and then incubated with purified recombinant MAML113-74. Proteins bound to the beads were released by heating in SDS buffer, resolved by SDS-PAGE, and then detected by staining with Coomassie blue. 

C. Sequences both N- and C-terminal to the DNA-binding region of CSL are necessary for ternary complex formation on DNA. Each panel represents a series of EMSAs performed as in (A) with the indicated CSL variant and either DNA alone (left), DNA and RAMANK (center), or DNA, RAMANK and MAML1(13-74) (right).

FIG 6. Model for the organization of the CSL/ICN/MAML1 ternary complex on DNA. The cartoon illustrates contacts identified experimentally by mapping the interactions of CSL 1-452 with DNA, RAMANK, and MAML1(13-74). The structures used to create ribbon diagrams for the RHR domain within CSL and the ankyrin repeat domain within ICN are from the structures of chicken c-rel on DNA and human Bcl-3, respectively. The N-terminal region of CSL also required for DNA-binding is represented as a sphere with an unknown fold. Both RAM and MAML1(13-74) are schematically illustrated as unstructured polypeptides.
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### A

```
CSL

ICN1

Maml1
```

### B

```
hCSL
  TIVALFNLRL SQTVSTRYLR VEGGNVHASS QIQSAFFHIL IADDSEEGEE FTVDVFYIH. YGQPCKLVC3 VTMALLPALI 249
  cRel
  PRTEIPFQPR QGMRBFY.K CEGRS. ......... AGS IFGEHSTDNN KTTPFLQIIL YPGP/KINT. ......... 62

hCSL
  IMKVDKHtal IDADDPVSQL HKCAFYT. L EDT. ......... ERMYLSQ ERII. ......... Q  PCATPCFEP 303
  cRel
  ......... TL VTKEFNY.K HPHPOLYKDQ RDQYEAEGF PERRVLQFQN LQIQCVKKS0 LKESISLRLI KKINP.FNVP 132

hCSL
  NKE...INDG ASWTIIDSK AEY. ...F YEGMGPVL. ......APTV PVPVESL... ...Q1NGGGD VAMLELTQCN 363
  cRel
  EEQHLDHIDEY DLNVVRLCFQ AFLFDEGHNF TLAPLPLSF PIYDNRAPNT AEIRICRKNK NGQSVKKGD EFIL...CDK 209

hCSL
  FT.PNILAV. ...W.PXED VEAEHYRGCQ ESMLCVVFPI SAFREGNWW RQPQQVFVTL VREIGIYST SLAPFTTPF 433
  cRel
  VQKDDIEVRF VLDNREEAGS FSQADVHR.Q VAIVFKTPF... ..FLRD.I TEPITVQKL RRPSQDENSE PMDFRSLFD 280

260

Su(H)
  NVFAPRRLRS QTQTVSTRYLR ENGFHASS... STQWS AFTHLIDDN E... ....... SESEEFQV... ....... RD 302
NFKB
  YVEIIQKPQ KRGMRFY.K CEGRSASGIP GERSTTTKT HPTIKINGY LTDQTVKSRIS LV TDPHPHLPHP HELQGDNN 197

Su(H)
  GTIH...GAT VKLVC.SVTG M. APLFRIIR KVDKQYALE AD...DPVSQ LHRCAPKKD TD... RMYLCL SQQEHIQQA 384
NFKB
  GYEAEGCPD RCIFSQNL0 IQCVKRQDLE QAI9RQITN NNPQFQPPWE QRG... ....... YDLNARVL C. ......... FQV 169

Su(H)
  TPCPKSNKE MINRGACFTI JSTDKAEYQF YGEGPGVASP VTPVPILVS LNNNGGGDVA MRLESGDNFT PHELQ... ....... 462
NFKB
  T.VQEPSGRF 1LRPPYLPHP I.... TSNAPRFTAE LKICWINRMS SCLGGRDREIF LL. ....... DXVQK REDQVYPTG 230

Su(H)
  ...W.FG4VE AEYMFCTET LCLVCPEI5Q QRENQVNRWQ PQQVQPLVR .NDGIIAYTG LLPYTYPE 521
NFKB
  PGMHAREGSFS QADVHR.QVA IVFRPPP... YADPS...LQA PVRVSMQLAR PSDL.E.LESP MEFQYLD 291
```

### C

![Graph showing mean residue ellipticity vs. wavelength](image)

**Estimated:**
- RHR (°) 4.5 5.4
- RHR-c (°) 38.9 35.7
- % helix 45 54
- % sheet 38.9 35.7
- % turns 23.2 24.2
- % coil 33.4 34.7
Figure 3, Nam et al.
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